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Secret rare pokemon cards price

Enter the name of the card. Printed at the top of the card. Enter the Printed card number at the bottom of the card... number as 101/108 or SM14. There are often different versions of the same Pokemon card (foil, holo...), so be sure to choose a few comparable results from the search results that are just like the card. This will give you an
accurate estimated value for the Pokemon card. For example, Charizard 101/108Looking up how much my Pokemon cards are worth: If you get too many results that include cards not like yours, use the check boxes to choose the same ones as yours. Choosing a few comparable items by using check boxes gives you a much more
accurate estimate of what the Pokemon card is worth. What to do next: Once you've gone through and searched for the value of Pokemon cards using the mavin.io price guide, you have several different options: If Pokemon cards are valuable: You can either hold on to the cards, maybe get them classified if they are really valuable, and
hopefully see them appreciate the value over time. Alternatively, sell it to a local card store without getting stolen because you know it's worth it. Finally, you can sell it yourself on eBay to get a competitive price. Read our sales guide on eBay.If Pokemon cards are worthless: A card doesn't have to be worth the money to be considered
valuable. Each book has sentimental value to someone: where they got it, the deck of which it belonged, when you used it to fight so-and-so... a lot of people tend to hang on them because of memories. If you want to get rid of your Pokemon cards, they might be worth some memories to a relative or stranger. Put them on Craigslist, take
them to a card store, donate them, or pass them along to your kids or a relative. There's still a lot of fun to be had in these dusty pokemon cards you've been hanging on to! Use this handy guide to search for Pokemon card set symbols, set names, and set years. The most common way to organize Pokemon cards is by setting. To identify
the set, look for a small symbol at the bottom of the card next to the card number. There are a bunch of these symbols set... 5-6 sets are released every year, each with a different set symbol, and they've been printing cards since 1999! The following table is a complete list of sets of Pokemon cards, sorted by date ... the newest sets are at
the top... the oldest ones are at the bottom. If I missed something, let me know if the comments! I want this to be the definitive guide to pokemon card sets! Continue reading Pokemon The Vivid Voltage Symbols Set is the 4th complete expansion in the Sword and Shield series. It contains 203 cards, including the new Amazing Pokemon...
not to mention V, VMAX, Ultra Rare, Secret Rare... This set is amazing! The Vivid Voltage set was released on November 13, 2020, the fourth main expansion in the Sword &amp; Shield series. Is. Is. the first set to feature Amazing Pokemon, along with a bunch of V and VMAX Pokemon. Vivid Voltage relies largely on the Amazing Volt
Tackle set released a few months earlier in Japan. Continue reading Vivid Voltage Set ListPokemon Campion's Path contains 80 cards... some of which are extremely valuable. Use the checklist in this article to track books and search for what they're worth! The Champion Set was released on September 25, 2020. Cards in this set cannot
be purchased in individual packages. Instead, cards are sold in specialty products, such as collection boxes or trainer boxes that include a coin, mat, card packages, etc. There are 80 cards in this set, 73 in the basic set, 7 rare secret cards, 19 trainer cards, and some really cool V and VMAX Pokemon. Champion's Path is the 4th
expansion set in the Sword &amp; Shield series. Continue reading Campion's Path Set ListPokemon Darkness Ablaze contains 201 cards... 189 in the base set plus 12 rare secret cards. Use the checklist in this article to follow your books! The Pokemon Darkness Ablaze expansion set was released on August 14, 2020. It is the third
expansion in the Sword &amp; Shield series and contains 201 books... 189 in the base set plus 12 rare secret cards. Continue reading Darkness Ablaze Set ListRebel Clash was released on May 1 and contains 209 cards in total ... many of them are valuable. The Rebel Clash expansion set was released on May 1, 2020. It is the second
expansion in the Sword &amp; Shield series and contains 209 books... 192 in the base set plus 17 rare secret cards. The most valuable cards in the set are Pokemon V, Pokemon VMAX, and rare numbered secret cards. The table below is a complete list of books from the Rebel Clash set. You can click on the cards to see how much they
are worth. Continue reading Rebel Clash Set ListFull List of Cards in Pokemon Sword &amp; Shield set. Click on the card to see how much they are worth. The Sword &amp; Shield expansion was released on February 7, 2020. It is the first expansion set in the new Sword &amp; Shield series, which concludes the Sun &amp; Moon
series. The set contains 216 cards... 202 cards in the base set and 14 rare secret books. Sword &amp; Shield is the first expansion set that includes Pokemon V and Pokemon VMAX cards. These cards have higher HP (Hit Points), better attacks, and like Pokemon EX, the opponent gets two prize cards when they are knocked out.
Pokemon VMAX makes their first appearance in the Sword &amp; Shield set. VMAX cards have the largest HP of any Pokemon cards ever printed... and when they are eliminated, the opponent receives three prize cards! and with regard to the most valuable books in the Sword &amp; Shield... look for Pokemon V and Pokemon VMAX,
and 14 rare secret cards... it's usually worth the most. Table below all cards in the Sword &amp; Shield expansion set. Continue reading Sword &amp; Shield Set List We are a participant in Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by connecting to
Amazon.com and affiliate sites. We are a participant in the Ebay Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by connecting to Ebay.com and affiliate sites. If you click on a link and make a purchase we could get a small commission. learn more. From bright Charizard to a pikachu of
solid gold, here are the rarest Pokémon cards ever made. About Pokemon Trading Card Game Released: 1996 Players: 2 Complexity Rules: Medium Strategic Depth: Medium Publisher: Wizards of the Coast There are rare Pokémon cards – the kind you might get excited to find from time to time in a booster pack – and then there are
rare Pokémon cards. Those highly prized books of which only one hand still exists - or ever existed - and which may be worth thousands, tens of thousands or even hundreds of thousands at auction in the right state. Realistically speaking, there is a good chance that the Pokémon book collection in the attic does not include one of the
rarest cards ever made for the game. I'm sorry to disappoint you. The most sought-after Pokémon cards tend to be promotional versions available at certain tournaments or other events decades ago, so even if you're amazingly lucky opening boosters, you probably shouldn't expect to suddenly cash in and retire on the back of the card
binder. Rare Pokémon Cards Who said, there are a number of rare Pokémon cards that were more widely available at the time and that can be hidden in a confident fan's library, waiting to be rediscovered. Interest in Pokémon and The Pokémon card game has only continued to grow in recent years, with multiple auction card sales setting
new records in 2019 and 2020 alone, so there's never been a better time to go through your collection and see if you own one of the rarest Pokémon cards of all time. Aren't you even a little curious? 1. No. 1 Trainer Answer to What is the rarest Pokémon book of all time? With only seven copies considered to exist, the No. 1 Trainer may
well be the rarest Pokémon book ever made. It's unlikely you've heard of The No. 1 Trainer, and extremely unlikely you've ever seen a copy in person. When it comes to rare pokémon cards, they really don't get it less often than this. No.1 Trainer is a holographic promotional book awarded to the finalists of the Secret Super Battle tour held
in Tokyo, Japan in 1999. To a place in the final of the competition, which took place in a secret location, players had to first win a regional tournament. Their prize was the No. 1 Trainer card, which gave them access to Final. To view this content, please enable targeting cookies. The text of the card translates to: The champion of the
official Pokémon Card Game tournament is recognized here, and this honor is praised. By presenting this book, you can obtain a preferential entry into the Secret Super Battle. The card has the Japanese logo for Pocket Monsters Trading Card Game, along with artwork from the original generation Pokémon Mewtwo by illustrator Hideki
Kazama. As only seven regional tournaments have taken place, it is believed that only seven copies of the new 1 Trainer card have been made – easily making one of, not, the rarest pokémon cards in existence. Six of the cards have since been certified as being in perfect condition Gem Mint 10, with a flawless copy of the auction in July
2020 for $90,000. At the time, Heritage Auction - which organized the sale - described the No. 1 Trainer as the most sought-after card in Pokémon TCG, and a Holy Grail for collectors. Its No.2 Trainer and No. 3 Trainer counterparty cards, awarded similarly to the winners of Japanese Pokémon tournaments in the late 1990s, are almost as
rare and valuable. 2. 1999 The first edition of Shadowless Holographic Charizard #4 A very valuable version of a classic fan-favorite Shiny Charizard has always been in demand, but its shadowless version is also extremely rare. Shiny Charizard has been one of the most popular cards in Pokémon card game since it was first released in
1999, so it's no surprise that 20 years from now, it remains one of the most sought-after books for collectors and fans alike. While a number of first edition cards from Pokémon TCG's early days are worth some money – assuming they're still in good nick – due to their limited availability and age, this specific version of Holographic
Charizard absolutely stands out as one of the rarest and most valuable Pokémon cards ever released. A PSA 10 Base Set 1st Edition Charizard just sold at auction with a final bid of $183,812.00 through @IconicAuctions. Including the buyer's premium of 20%, the total value of the transaction exceeds $220k. From now on, this is the
largest known sale of the card. pic.twitter.com/2mwkoopTvL— Cardhops (@Cardhops) October 10, 2020 To view this content, please enable targeting cookies. What sets the card apart is the lack of a shadow under the pokémon that breathes fire. This was a print error that was corrected for most of the printed cards, making the
shadowless card all rarer. According to auction house Iconic Auctions, the rare book is the Holy Grail of Pokémon cards, the most iconic and book for both the Pokémon franchise and its die-by fans. A shadowless, troubleless holographic charizard from mint, sold at auction in October 2020 for a whopping $220,574 for the retired rapper -
and pokémon fan - Logic, setting a new record for Already valuable card, depending on card game card socket Cardhops. The figure can even make charizard without the shining shadow the most valuable Pokémon book of all time - a title disputed by our next entry. Anyway, it is undoubtedly one of the rarest Pokémon cards out there. 3.
Pikachu Illustrator Extremely expensive, extremely rare Pikachu Illustrator is often considered the most valuable Pokémon card of all time, and is also among the rarest Pokémon cards in existence. Picture: The invaluable current record holder for the world's most valuable Pokémon card is also one of the rarest Pokémon cards ever made.
Pikachu Illustrator was originally given to the winners of promotional competitions organized in 1997 and 1998 by the Japanese magazine CoroCoro Comic. 39 copies were officially awarded to the winners, while two copies were later discovered by one of the creators of the card game, apparently bringing the total number of Pikachu
Illustrator copies to 41. Over the age of 70, the card is unique in many ways. It's the only Pokémon card to say Illustrator instead of Trainer at the top of the card, and it has a one-off pen icon in its bottom right corner to recognize its creation for the design contest. The artwork of the pikachu card is by Atsuko Nishida, the original illustrator
of fan-favorite Pokémon. To view this content, please enable targeting cookies. There are still about 19 copies of the card, with 10 certified by the Professional Sports Authenticator (PSA) responsible for classifying the status of the cards - although the actual number there is disputed. An almost flawless copy of the card classified at Mint 9
- a grade in perfect condition - sold at auction in 2019 for $195,000. That makes it the most expensive Pokémon card ever sold at auction according to Guinness World Records, though it may have been surpassed by the shadowless charizard. Regardless, Pikachu Illustrator is among the rarest Pokémon cards, the priceless auction
house calling it the most valuable and rarest Pokémon card in the world. 4. 20th Anniversary 24-karat Gold Pikachu A rare book of solid gold Book is a reprint of the original Pikachu game, made of solid 24-carat gold. Photo:Nintendo/Creatures Inc./Game Freak While many of the rarest Pokémon cards are cards released in the early years
of the game, this card is an exception in that it first appeared just a few years ago, in 2018, to celebrate the 20th anniversary of The TCG. What makes the Pikachu card on its 20th birthday very special is that it's made of solid gold. 11 grams of 24-carat gold, actually. The Japanese manufacturer of Ginza Tanaka has produced a limited
number of solid gold cards based on the original Japanese Pikachu card - affectionately nicknamed Fat Pikachu thanks to the electric mouse chubby cheeks. The only way to get a copy of the golden pikachu was to participate in a lottery held in 2018. If you won, you were given the chance to buy a copy of the limited edition card for
216,000 yen - or around £1,700. It came in a special setting and anniversary marking box, which you would hope might keep safe, given the price tag and rarity. Although the card recreates the original Pikachu card - including the Pocket Monsters Card Game logo on the back and its Japanese text on the front - it is not legal for
tournament use. You know, because it's made of gold. We probably wouldn't recommend trading in the schoolyard either, unless your friend has a couple of thousands in pocket money. 5. Master's Key A more recent book – but not less rare Master's Key is one of the rare pokémon cards that do not date back to the early days of TCG.
Pictured: PWC Master's Key is another rare Pokémon card awarded to participants in a Pokémon TCG tournament. However, unlike the No. 1 Trainer and its ilk, this book is a little more recent, given the competitors in the 2010 Pokémon World Championships held in Hawaii. Both those participating in the trading card tournament and his
video game counterpart received a copy of Master's Key - the cards were identical, but they came presented in a different trophy case frame, depending on the category. To view this content, please enable targeting cookies. It is estimated that there are only 36 copies of the card - equal to the number of participants in all age divisions of
the world championships. A copy of the Master's Key card sold at auction in November 2019 for more than $21,000, highlighting how valuable the prize card is infrequently. 6. Raichu Prerelease A card so rarely can only be fact rumor or fiction? Raichu prerelease may be the rarest Pokémon book of all time - if that is real, that is. Image via
PokeGym Perhaps the most controversial Pokémon card of all time, Prerelease Raichu may also be the rarest Pokémon card ever made – in fact, it is so rare that finding out exact details is difficult. Raichu Prerelease has long been rumored to be a printed error card within up to the English version of Pokémon TCG's second expansion,
Jungle, in 1999. So the story goes, a very small number - told about 100 - of Raichu cards from the basic set of the game were accidentally reprinted with the word Prerelease stamped at the bottom right of the book artwork. The game's English producer, Wizards of the Coast, destroyed all the specimens, but a fraction of the children,
leaving 10 or fewer in the wild. believes that the few remaining copies were given to Wizards of the Coast personnel. For years, Prerelease Raichu was just rumored to exist until a copy believed to have appeared from a former Wizards of the Coast employee in 2006. In 2009, the first recorded and apparently only sale of a Raichu was
reported by the pokeGym fan site, apparently changing hands for $10,500. However, given the completion date of April 1, whether the sale was real or an elaborate April Fool joke remains dubious. If Prerelease Raichu actually remains in dispute - no copy of the card has even been professionally certified or sold at auction, despite a
series of apparent fakes popping up over the years. If a legitimate copy of the card were to surface, it could set a new record for the most valuable and rarest Pokémon card of all time. Until then, it will remain a true Holy Grail. Grail.
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